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Background
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• Now into 4th year of TSD data collection for state highways, ie extensive coverage.

• Loss of credibility of TSD data is being expressed by some users. This can arise in
many different ways such as their use of:

• (i) simplistic empirical methods (originating in the 1960’s) to interpret just a few highway
intervals they are familiar with.

• (ii) no regard for any distress mode, or interpretation confined to only one or two distress modes

• (iii) little or no comparison with FWD nor close examination to  consider need for “conditioning”
or local correlations for converting TSD data to equivalent FWD bowls

• (iv) no regional calibration in a country with wide variations in climate

• Limitations for maintenance because of 10 m minimum output by providers.

• Our enquiries worldwide over the last year encountered considerable preference for
solely empirical methods. GeoSolve has now carried out more rigorous studies over
the last 3 years and in the next few months should have interpretations almost fully
complete for all state highways (22,000 lane km at 10 m centres) including data
conditioning and regional calibrations with  mechanistic analysis for remaining life
and long term Forward Work Programmes (FWP) for rehabilitation in all regions.



Application
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• Mechanistic analysis of TSD data for a moderately large (>2000 lane
km/region) network of mature pavements exhibiting all relevant distress
modes in a range of severities, can now be calibrated to enable greatly
more reliable prediction of pavement structural life than has been
obtained using traditional empirical methods.

• The country has now been progressively subdivided in into what is
currently 8 climatically distinct regions for FWD/TSD calibration. Regions
where site reality checks have been included, typically provide life
prediction close to 80% reliability* based on studies of structural
maintenance and detailed examination of existing distress.

* Note since this country’s LTPP programme began local reports have referred to the “hit rate” for life predictions but no
definition or quantified studies have been located. Accordingly the current study has arbitrarily adopted ”reliable” as being a life
prediction that is within 10% +/- 1 year of the date at which any homogeneous length of pavement becomes classified as terminal
and agreed as essential for rehabilitation by both contractor and RCA. So long as the same window of error is applied, this
arbitrary definition of reliability allows meaningful ranking of different methodologies. Thus far, two exceptions to the 80% rate
have been received in feedback from contractors: both suggesting that in their opinions, the mechanistic interpretation of the
TSD data for their network has provided more like 90% or greater reliability. No feedback on occurrence of a lesser rate than 80%
has been received to date, for the calibrated mechanistic method.



Limitations -
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The TSD is not providing much additional insight to project level
rehabilitation projects or new pavement construction. However it is
undoubtedly providing an outstanding benefit/cost for network
management and Forward Work Programmes now that calibrated
mechanistic analyses can be reliably applied with network structural
evaluations.

Current TSD data has one minor and three more significant limitations:

The minor limitation is that unexpected “shifts” in contiguous sets of data
readings seem to appear occur in relatively isolated cases, this makes
close examination and data “conditioning” essential. Correction may be
done with (i) examination of data from bridges, (ii)  FWD and/or (iii)
successive years of repeat TSD data. A single pass of TSD data alone,
cannot be easily validated.



Limitations – continued
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Three limitations are of more significance:

(i) It is now confirmed that bowl asymmetry is clearly significant to the interpretation, hence now that the
technology is available it is important to specify that future TSD collection includes at least two trailing
lasers

(ii) The current 10 m averaging interval is fine for network evaluation, but gives greater repeatability than
necessary. Averaging over more than about 3 m, complicates TSD-FWD correlation, precludes clear
identification of different distress modes and does not make the best use of existing large historic FWD
databases. For those reasons a request has been made to Greenwood to provide user facility to generate
not only TSD 10 m averages but also optional shorter increments. The expected improvement to distress
mode identification will allow the progress in this field that has been made with FWD to be applied more
effectively to TSD data, with consequent cost efficiencies because correctly identifying the distress
mechanism translates directly to specifying the most appropriate form of treatment.

(iii) Many of our highways require “heavy maintenance” in the form of localised structural repairs that often
involve much less than a ten metre interval (often only a metre or two along the outer the wheelpath).
There is therefore a large potential for much more use of TSD data as part of routine structural
maintenance. In particular to allow the more accurate definition of the start and end of each patch,
from a reliable model, rather than relying on observation of surface distress alone. This will also allow
contractors to plan well ahead to see whether more digouts can be expected in a specific STL, and hence
allow an informed quantifiable decision on which is more economic: area wide rehabilitation or continual
dig-outs.  In this country, reported savings from more efficient treatments of this nature could
potentially amount to about 25%.



Photo of a typical shallow shear deformation occupying about 1 m length in LWP.  In NZ
pavements with typically 1 mm deflection, it would be practical to reduce TSD sampling
intervals to 2 or 3 metres rather than 10 m, greatly enhancing the 2-5 year forward planning for
maintenance by predicting the total length of digouts and their locations several years before
they are visually detectable.
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TSD – Savings potential



Closure
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• TSD technology appears to have been adopted more slowly than warranted –
possibly as a result of the use of traditional simplistic methods for
interpretation. The mechanistic approach, considering multiple distress modes
and detailed observations of their severity, is providing the pavement industry
with what is essentially a new discipline. There is now large potential to make
savings from much of the perceived inefficiencies in roading expenditure
(reported as 25% in 2017, by NZ Transport Agency).

• There are current limitations to TSD, but the solutions are straightforward and
once implemented, they would further promote the technology.

• Recommendation. Require the TSD provider to:

• 1. Supplement existing TSD, fitting at least 2 trailing lasers before next survey.

• 2. Continue recording data at all speeds (not just over 40 km/hr)

• 3. Continue recording over all bridges (currently excluded)\

• 4. Supply all raw TSD data (historic and future) in native format (.pt2 file).


